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1. Introduction

The sculpture is the physical representation of cultures' views, beliefs, and practices. The statue has long held a place of importance in Bangladeshi culture. The art of Sculpture in Bangladesh began with the formation of Terracotta, which can use silt (a type of clay) [1]. Terracotta art is prevalent in Bangladesh. About 2,500 years ago, during the Ancient period, Parra and Senna empires sculpture began and flourished. Most of the statues found in Bangladesh are made of Terracotta, bronze, and black stone [2]. In the ceramic art of Bangladesh, there are lovingly object's art, folk dolls, utility vessels for the ordinary shop, terracotta narrative tiles made on big commissions, and various kinds of holy icons of both Hindus and Muslims [3]. The sculpture created after Independence in Bangladesh has been able to give a new look. The contemporary ceramic sculptor is one of the holders and carriers of our country's culture [4]. In the field of ceramics, Chinese ceramics occupy the best position in the world. In the 21st century, Chinese art is moving forward [5]. In particular, Chinese porcelain artworks are famous all over the world. Today is china's ceramic creation is developing along with the development of the contemporary art movement [6].

In contemporary sculpture, content is given prominence to making sculpture whatever which material artists used. Contemporary art has been an international communication as well as a weapon...
for the formation of society [7]. Some of the modern ceramic sculptural works shake up the values of society. Ceramic sculpture is a three-dimensional art form where clay fired at specific temperatures [8]. Contemporary ceramic sculptures explore highly individualized emotions, such as the problem of the analytic philosophy of art [9]. In the contemporary art world, ceramic sculpture occupied its position. The essential difference between modern and modern ceramic sculptures is the period. Particularly modern sculpture expanded between the late 19th and late 20th centuries. We can say after the 1960s to still emerging contemporary ceramic sculptures [10]. Modern ceramic sculptures art style is different trends and movements where describes abstract expressionism, characteristic for the traditional arts. Contemporary ceramic sculpture style is dynamic, literally produced more experimental works, and it is always changing [11]. It is disclosing social, economic, political issues.

Compared to China, the ceramic Sculpture of Bangladesh is a little bit behind for the lack of economic and government patronage. However, Bangladeshi ceramic sculptures art has begun to take on a unique artistic orientation through the personal initiative of some contemporary artists. So in this research, we want to use the advanced technology of China and world-famous Chinese porcelain to combine Bangladeshi art philosophy with self-concept to create unique ceramic arts. This study serves to determine the cultural impact of the two countries, Bangladesh and China, on the development of contemporary ceramic sculptures. This research topic uses a new perspective on ceramic art, promotes friendship between young artists of the two countries, as well as an effort to improve diplomatic relations between China and Bangladesh. This study can play an essential role in the development of ceramic exchanges between Bangladesh and China in the future.

2. Method

Every country in the world looks for its traditions and culture. This study tries to see the development of traditional ceramics and focuses on the use of technology in improving the Bangladeshi art of ceramics. In Bangladesh, it is challenging to collect porcelain soil. To date, this study has not found a famous artist from Bangladesh who used porcelain to make ceramic sculptures. Moreover, the highest temperature burned above 1200 °C. We cannot talk about ceramic art without talking about Chinese ceramic art. Reaching back to history (221-206) B.C. terracotta warriors is an essential aspect of the Chinese ceramic sculpture [12]. This artwork proves that makes ceramic sculptures at that time; the Chinese acquired considerable skill. Chinese sculpture has made an essential contribution to the practicing of ceramic sculpture and glaze. Humans have created various types of pottery and ceramics that are inspired by the spirit of creativity and beauty. According to Vandiver, ceramics are the oldest art in human history [13]. According to anthropologists, it originated in the Neolithic period [14]. Under this continuity, art media in Bangladesh has received the first aesthetic in the hands of traditional pottery.

Contemporary ceramic sculpture is a popular art today. The process of making ceramic sculptures is very different from other art media because after a ceramic artist succeeds in forming a ceramic sculpture, a ceramic artist must burn it at a specific temperature. Contemporary ceramic sculpture as a visual art helped create the artistic development of ceramics on a global scale [15]. Even for this purpose, developing postmodern concepts to build the aesthetics of contemporary ceramic sculptures is becoming a trend. One of them uses clay to produce ceramic sculptures because the character of the material is quite good and can last more [16]; that is why contemporary ceramic sculpture is perhaps the most comprehensive spread type of sculpture in the present day. In our society, the contemporary sculpture reflects current intention and modern thoughts. The several types of considerations in making ceramic sculptures are the selection of materials, techniques, temperatures, determining the shape and concept. Ceramic artists in creating ceramic sculptures also get influence from the surrounding social conditions, such as their own culture, traditions, and philosophical matters [17]. Comparing contemporary ceramic sculptures between China and Bangladesh thus needs to base several characters. This study attempts to highlight these similarities and differences. Notably, whether aesthetic, cultural, material, and philosophical influences Chinese and Bangladeshi ceramic artists.

3. Results and Discussion

The ceramic sculpture has a profound relationship with chemistry [18]. If we look back at the past of ceramics, as a result of numerous experiments, the ceramic art is continually evolving. Moreover,
by maintaining the trend, contemporary ceramic artists have achieved great success. Modern ceramic artists are working to accelerate contemporary art learning around the world in their skills. At present, the significant contribution of contemporary ceramic artists to contemporary ceramic artwork is in the matter of material mixing techniques. This study considers if the gift of ceramic artists to contemporary ceramic art is their process of exploiting ceramic sculptures by using an aesthetic design approach.

3.1. Summary of the History of Ceramic Sculpture in China

Chinese ceramic art began to improve since the Neolithic period. The history of Chinese ceramics can be traced back to over ten thousand years ago. The Han Dynasty (206 B.C.E. -220 C.E.) is famous for Classic Chinese reddish-orange terracotta dancing figures. These two figure man and women call Sichuan pottery or a traditional style of the Han dynasty [19]. Chinese antique earthenware dancing sculpture keeps an excellent example of Han dynasty ceramic sculpture. The woman wearing a tripartite floral headdress and man wearing a curved helmet, both with raised their right arms and both wearing floor-length robes. The Chinese ceramic sculpture is known to the outside world during the Tang Dynasty (618-906) C.E [20]. Tang horses are among the most famous sculptures of ancient Chinese civilization. Especially “three-colored” low fired those charming horses. The horse can be seen in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Tang horses, “three-colored.”

In China, the horse was the symbol of property and power [21]. Ceramic artists also produce several camel statues. This icon has a soft glass color and pattern. Build sculptures of this period more practicing realistic. Proportionally Tang dynasty ceramic sculptures showed accurate measurement [22]. Tang dynasty figures can be considered unique features for their excitant style. In this time, sculptures influence from Europe, the middle east, India, Mongolia. This period builds many Buddhist sculptures for that during the Tang dynasty, Buddhist art in china fully grown. Tang artist also made extraordinary fantastic earthenware glazed animals. They used cobalt blue, and it was more valuable than gold. Porcelain originated during the Tang dynasty [23]. It was created by mixing clay with quartz and the mineral feldspar to make a hard. The western world introduced porcelain through silk rod. Jingdezhen is the capital of porcelain [24]. During the Song dynasty (960-1279), C.E. Chinese ceramics are one step further. The main attraction of the Song dynasty ceramic sculpture is a kind of monochrome porcelain called celadon [25]. Celadon is a type of porcelain with translucent glaze or opaque green glaze [26]. A good example is the Buddha ceramic statue, where ceramic artists use celadon glaze. Ceramic artists during the Song Dynasty made ceramic sculptures in various forms for imperial purposes and religious functions.

Next, comes the Yuan Dynasty (1271–1368) C.E. China was under Mongol rule. During this period, Jingdezhen became more critical for blue and white porcelain. China, at that time, reveals influence from Mongol art [27]. Yuan sculptures combined the expression of Chinese and Mongolian art [28]. During the Yuan Dynasty, people specifically made the Shufu porcelain ceramic ware and sculptures [29]. A very opaque glaze is wholly used in Shufu porcelain. However, Shufu porcelains were used for making tableware items such as plates, bowls. In China (1368–1644) C.E. Ming Dynasty has become well-known around the world for the unique quality of its ceramic art. During this period, ceramic art gains excellent condition, especially for cobalt blue and white porcelain [30]. That is a
time when sea-green celadon glazed stoneware ceramic was also produced. Artists created small figurines of the gods, as well as various forms of sculptures. The Ming period exported porcelain around the world on a beautiful level [31]. During the Qing Dynasty (1644–1912) C.E., we see different type’s porcelain styles. This period began to produced bright colors of ceramic sculptures. They were especially developing five-colored figurative Ceramic Sculpture. One of the most significant technical contributions made to ceramics during the Qing period is fencai (粉彩) enamel [32]. Qing dynasty ceramic sculptures have the characteristics of humanistic, regional, and national [33]. This period ceramic sculptures can be classified into five categories: human, animal, utensil, mini-sculpture, and tile ride sculpture [34]. The republic of china 1912 to 1949 ceramic sculptures continues improving. No other country in the world has spread like Chinese ceramic art has maintained by the People’s Republic of China.

3.2. Summary of the History of Ceramic Sculptures in Bangladesh

The contribution of ceramics sculptures is unforgettable in the history of art in Bangladesh. Alluvium clay is abundant in Bangladesh, the main reason many rivers. Among the antiquities and artifacts that have been discovered in Bangladesh, most of the ceramic art is occupied. Almost all the northwestern and central parts of Bangladesh have found pottery and terracotta sculptures. The art of sculpture began and flourished about 2500 years ago in ancient Bengal [35]. Excavations carried out in Mohasthangarh, Bogra managed to find a unique earthenware statue (300BC), researchers compared the findings of the pottery sculpture with ancient figures of the civilizations of Mahengodaro and Harappa. Initially, the ceramic sculptures we see at that time were mostly made for the temple [36]. The artistic intention of Bengali artists found expression in clay, which was abundantly available, and it hardly involved ceramic sculptures [37]. Thousands of ignorant artists produced many terracotta objects from pre-historic times. The abundant finds of objects made of Terracotta in Bengal are a sure evidence of the use of clay as the most common and accessible medium of artistic expression of the people from the very dawn of civilization in this deltaic land [38].

During the Mauryan Empire (321BC-183BC), clay sculptures have been dominated by Buddhist temples. The history of Bengal is intertwined with the history of the broader Indian subcontinent and the surrounding regions of South Asia and Southeast Asia [39]. The concept of religious sculpture was also predominant during the Mauryan Empire [40]. The influence on sculpture was mainly due to Ashoka’s conversion to Buddhism. Terracotta Gods and Goddesses have accompanied these notable structures. The Mauryan sculptures exude a unique, earthy appeal. Such terracotta objects have been traced in the area extending from Pataliputra to Taxila. That is, time sculptures reflected an influence of the spirit of the style of the Persian and Hellenistic Sculpture. The majority of sculptures that are so beautiful have extraordinary structural decoration, shapes made with professional, and stylish appearance. The statues of the Mauryan Empire, seen in Figure 2, include art forms created during this period and are well-known specimens of the Mauryan Art.

Approximately 4th to 6th century, during The Gupta period In Bangladesh, ceramic sculptures development is the perfect balance and harmony of all elements in style and iconography. The ornamentation is heavy and unusual; the hair is long and worn in a variety of styles, one of the most

![Fig. 2. Mauryan Sculpture](image)
significant contributions made to ceramics sculptures during the Gupta period [2]. The success of Gupta sculpture lies in its attaining a balance between the sensuousness of the Kushan figures and the symbolic abstraction of the early medieval ones. Between the 8th to 12th centuries, The Pala period is regarded as one of Bengal’s golden ages. It was the largest Bengali empire that was known to ancient and classical India. Pala Sculpture derived its origin from the late Gupta style. According to the national museum of Bangladesh, most Pala sculptures representing Buddhist gods and goddesses [41]. Pala sculpture began as a natural and straightforward sense of religious experience. Pala sculptures face expression with an apparent repose of meditation [42]. During the 1097-1223 AD Sena period, most of the ceramic sculptures made for the Hindu religion. The specialty of Sena period sculpture is technical perfection and physical charm [43]. A large number of sculptures representing Hindu gods and goddesses belong to the phase of artistic activity initiated under the Sena rulers. 13th century to the 16th century Mughal Empire established Islamic rulers in Bengal. A considerable influence of Islamic art in Bangladesh mostly flourished during this time [44]. No such ceramic sculptures were made this time.

However, particular importance has been given to horses and elephants in the art at that time. Moreover, make folk style ceramic horses and elephants. The British period (1700–1947) C Bengal ceramic sculpture influence by classical west style [45]. Rayer Bazaar was founded during the colonial period, most probably in the 19th century. It was the potters who first started to live here beside the Turag River. The Pakistani period, c. 1947–1971, we cannot be seen any improvement development in the field of ceramic sculptures. However, in Bengal's most common and accessible medium of art expression is terracotta sculptures still decorating Bengal art. The ceramic sculptures created after the independence of Bangladesh are known as modern sculptures. 1961 began institutionally practice ceramic sculptures, technically one step ahead [46].

3.3. Contemporary Chinese Ceramic Sculpture

China was relatively isolated from cultural-artistic developments in other parts of the world. Over the last century, China has experienced unprecedented cultural change. Chinese Contemporary Art starts from the end of the Cultural Revolution [47]. Around 1979, Chinese artists were suddenly exposed to western art history, which led to a rapid turnover of artistic styles. Contemporary Chinese ceramic sculpture is making a tremendous reborn in the world of ceramic sculptures. In the twentieth century, realism in China has been limited to the practice of ritual art [48]. For many years, China could not find a way out of the metaphorical sense of contemporary art because of its social and personal philosophy [49]. The far-reaching thoughts and creative practices of today’s Chinese artists help modernize modern China ceramic sculptures. At the beginning of the twenty-first century, China started to organize international art activities, especially ceramic symposiums, workshops, art fairs, making a way to exchanges between local and international artists’ creativity. This is why Chinese artists working today are interested in issues connected to contemporary art.

It is said that one of the indispensable elements of contemporary art is subject matter or theme. I think the price difference between Chinese and other countries’ contemporary ceramic sculptures is aesthetic beauty. Contemporary Chinese ceramic sculpture profoundly influences by Chinese tradition and culture [50]. Nowadays, the modern ceramic artist is in china, making artworks artist’s personal feelings, shaping it a creative sculpture rather than the traditional craft. Chinese contemporary ceramic sculptures became various developing patterns and grown a new scene since. Perhaps Chinese contemporary ceramic sculptures transitions make the unique possibilities that no other culture has. Thousands of years of China's history and culture blend in with Chinese traditions in a way for greatly influence the view of contemporary Chinese artists. The socialist system of China has considerable influence on the opinions of Chinese artists [51], where contemporary ceramic artists produced culturally strong and unique art pieces. Therefore contemporary Chinese ceramic sculptors are becoming renowned in the world. As a result, contemporary Chinese contemporary ceramic sculpture art is moving towards aesthetic improvement very quickly as like the Chinese economy.

3.4. Contemporary Bangladeshi Ceramic Sculpture

After independence from Pakistan, in Bangladesh country brought with it the new hope for a secular, democratic, socialist state where Bangladeshi culture would gain. The liberation war renewed in contemporary arts the search for inspiration from Bengali cultural heritage. In Bangladesh, most of the modern terracotta sculpture and relief artworks have been dominated by the liberation war. Contemporary ceramic sculpture is making a great revival in Bangladesh of fine arts. After birth,
Bangladesh built relations with the world and art education. Contacts grew with Europe, America, India, Japan, and China, bringing further change in ceramic art. Now the development of ceramics in Bangladesh is in a state of imbalance as the medium of ceramic Sculpture in Bangladesh could not make a good position as other mediums did on art. However, some of the ceramic artists continue working with ceramic sculptures for developing Bangladeshi ceramic art. Bangladesh ceramic artists transform stoneware and earthenware clay into various forms of ceramic sculpture.

The new pattern of Bangladesh contemporary ceramic sculptures development shows the construction of the advancement of modern ceramic form. Few ceramic artists show a deepening of cognition of ceramic aesthetic value and cultural value. Bangladeshi contemporary ceramic artists reflect modern ideas and thought, which are subject to implement the changes in society. Contemporary Bangladeshi ceramic sculpture is both sympathetic to the cultural and historical frameworks within which it is produced but also clearly attuned to the global networks and internationally.

3.5. Chinese Contemporary Ceramic Sculptors and their Artworks

3.5.1. Zhou Guo Zhen

Zhou Guzheng is a contemporary ceramic sculpture artist as well as professor and honorary director of the fine arts department at the Jingdezhen ceramic institute. Zhou Guzheng was born in Renxian, Hunan province, in 1931. He is a ceramic artist, a painter, and a ceramic art educator who has been working for over 50 years in the field of clay and fire. Among the ceramic artist of this time, his contemporary ceramic sculptures completely different. In China, he has composed his unique ceramic sculptures; one of them can be seen in Figure 3, and besides that, his ‘animal world’ sculptures can be found in addition to variations of glazes, as well as variations of tradition.

![Fig. 3. Artist Zhou Guo Zhen’s Sculpture](image)

3.5.2. Chen Songxian

Artist Chen Songxian born in 1941, his hometown is Shangyu, Zhejiang province. He is now a professor of china's fine arts academy. Chen Songxian is an experimental ceramic artist who has a penchant for experimenting with fire and glaze. He never forces clay to make unique artworks. Chen Songxian never insisted on using clay to make art. Chen Songxian believes that Buddhists must put clay as a base in making sculptures, and must have a good understanding of the clay. According to Chen, clay must be an artistic medium in creating a distinctive religious aesthetic. Figure 4 is a sculpture by Artist Chen Song Xian.

![Fig. 4. Artist Chen Song Xian’s Sculpture](image)
3.5.3. Yao Yong Kang

World-famous ceramic sculptor Yao Yong Kang was born in 1942 in Ningbo, Zhejiang Province, China. He works as a professor and postgraduate tutor in the Jingdezhen ceramics academy. Extraordinarily talented and exceptional ceramic artist Yao Yong Kang creates contemporary, traditional characteristics styles ceramic sculptures. The beauty of his ceramics sculptures in simplicity such a classic Chinese song. These ceramic art forms emphasize particularly more on the creative concept. Especially his build ceramic babies “century baby” to showing his creativity, talent, and ability. Figure 5 is a sculpture by Yao Yong Kang.

![Fig. 5. Artist Yao Yong Kang’s Sculpture](image)

3.5.4. Pei Xu Li

Artist Pei Xu Li was born in 1958 in Beijing. He graduated from the Jingdezhen ceramics academy. At present, he is a teacher in Suzhou arts and crafts vocational and technological school and director of the ceramic art studio. In the current science and technology era, Chinese people continue to attach great importance to the aesthetical pleasures and traditional forms. That is why we can see Pei Xu Li sculptures beauty is about Chinese architectural styles. Pei Xu Li uses ceramics to investigate the elements of ambiguity and the dynamic of opposites. Uncertainty is expressed by exploring the ratio between forms, textures, and colors. Figure 6 is a sculpture by Pei Xu Li.

![Fig. 6. Artist Pei Xu Li’s Sculpture](image)

3.5.5. Ah Xian

Ah Xian was born in Beijing in 1960 and moved to Sydney at the age of 12. He builds on tradition while innovative sculptures and aesthetics in the ceramic tradition. He takes inspiration from his life experience to create works that merge east and West. He has produced a series of half-length human portraits using ancient Chinese techniques such as porcelain. The bust is part of a picture of a traditional Western figure; Ah Xian makes the designs look like tattoos on his figures’ skin, making a statement about the indelibility of one’s cultural background. Its design is derived from the traditional Chinese decorative design. These are unique ceramic cultures in China. Ah Xian often uses his bust of family members, including his wife, brother, and father, to add a vivid cobalt blue glaze to the traditional sculpture design and share it with everyone. The subject of his ceramic sculpture, known for his artistic sense and aesthetics value, is the decoration on sculpture. Figure 7 is a sculpture by Ah Xian.

![Fig. 7. Artist Ah Xian’s Sculpture](image)
3.5.6. Lu Bin

Lu Bin is one of the most notable names of a contemporary ceramic sculptor in China. He is born in 1961 in Beijing, China. Currently, he is appointed as a professor at Nanjing University of the Arts. He is working with porcelain clay. The glaze is no use for his works because he is never interested in building glossy clay sculptures. His sculptures concept is about ancient Chinese ceramic history and fossils. Through his artworks, he wants to show the present society the importance of minerals. The different aesthetic and unique color effect that’s the reason his artworks is different from others. Figure 8 is a sculpture by Lu Bin.

3.5.7. Lu Pinchang

Eminent ceramic artist Lu Pinchang was born 1962 in Shangrao, Jiangxi Province, China. Since childhood, he interested in painting, the influence of his father and elder brother, in 1982, after he graduated concentration to the development of contemporary art in China. Artist Lu Pinching started research into the traditions of Chinese classic art and folk art. He has enjoyed significant benefits from folk art. He always tries to create unique textures and surface effects on folk forms. His made ceramic sculptures series “Ah Fu,” “Impressions of China,” “Historical Landscape” is particularly significant. Figure 9 is a sculpture by Lu Pinchang.
3.5.8. Bai Lei

Ceramic artist Bai Lei was born in 1963 at Jiangxi Province. Now he is a professor at the art college of Suzhou University. He has presented abstract shapes in his artworks. In his ceramic sculptures, we can see the unique texture. The philosophy behind his ceramic sculpture is a process of relaxing the artist’s mood. He believes that for making art, clay is the material that has a relation with nature. Figure 10 is a sculpture by Bai Lei.

3.5.9. Bai Ming

Bai Ming is one of the most famous contemporary ceramic artist and painter born in September 1965 in Yugan, Jiangxi Province of China. Now he is director of the Department of Ceramic Art in the Academy of Arts and Design of Tsinghua University. Bai Ming has contributed to the revival of contemporary Chinese ceramics and introduced it to a new worldwide audience through numerous exhibitions. Today he is arguably China’s greatest exponent of this most traditional art form. We can see his ceramics works represent glorious images and the artist’s own words: his ceramics art form and process was showing varieties of color just like Chinese characters. Figure 11 is a sculpture by Bai Ming.
3.5.10. Jiang Yan

Jiang Yan is one of the excellent contemporary ceramic artists in China. Jiang Yan did her Ph.D. in 2000, and Jiang Yan is a member of the international ceramic association. At present, she worked as an associate professor at Nanjing University of the Arts. Her ceramic works are different from usually what we see on art. The ceramic sculptures made by her are a unique reflection of aesthetic thought. She creates a ceramic sculpture is a combination of cups, pot, plates with the human figures. It looks like a diverse functional with artistic form. Using bone China clay makes it more complicated, light, and luxurious. Another group of the same title works uses titanium-plated gloss gives stylish and cool looks. Her new series “City Landscape” seems to be working with the viewer to discuss the fundamental philosophical issues that are how to fusion in the forming natural and artificial speed, clean and purify the environment. This series of works used geometric patterns to give her works a unique look. Figure 12 is a sculpture by Jiang Yan.

Fig. 12. Artist Jiang Yan’s sculpture

3.6. Bangladesh Contemporary Ceramic Sculptors and their Artworks

3.6.1. Alok Ray

Artist Alok Ray is the proponent of contemporary modern Sculpture in Bangladesh. He was born in 1950. His sculptures open a new landscape of the ceramic field in Bangladesh. Alok Ray used most of his time to make large-sized sculptures. The ceramic sculpture he created contains contemporary social and political messages. The sizeable ceramic head made by Alok Ray also shows the condition of the poor. Alok Ray is a humanitarian warrior by using sculpture as a medium of his struggle. His three-dimensional works using terra sigillata and Lead Glaze add new dimensions to the history of contemporary ceramic sculpture. Primitive expressive portraits predominated in his sculpture. In 1981 exhibits different levels of ceramic sculpture show ‘crying of the soil’ created on the contemporary political subject. Presumably, this ceramic exhibition gave a widespread path to our practicing of the ceramic field of Bangladesh. His designed sculptures are decorating at several sculpture parks across the outside of the country, on his ceramic sculptures using a unique glaze color effect given a new look. It can be said that the ceramic sculpture created by him is the beginning of the progress of the contemporary ceramic sculptures of Bangladesh. Figure 13 is a sculpture by Alok Ray.

Fig. 13. Artist Alok Ray’s Sculpture
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3.6.2. Dr. Azharul Islam

Artist Dr. Azharul Islam was born in Netrokona in 1970. From student life, he has been sincerely practicing various mediums of ceramic and very earnestly praised for practicing Terracotta, mosaic, studio pottery, ceramic Sculpture. Now Azharul Islam is an associate professor of the department of the ceramic University of Dhaka. At different times, he had a keen desire to create sculptures on various subjects. So, therefore, Azharul Islam had broken traditional pottery rules to designed contemporary ceramic sculptures. The contents of the ceramic sculpture he made are familiarity issues around us. For example- Bangladeshi farmers, fish, birds, animals, etc. He constructs in the form of ceramic sculptures in cubic form. This artist used red clay to translate content into abstract forms. Such a large-scale artwork ‘tension.’ He created contemporary installation artwork with countless rats made by earthenware clay. In his exploration of the new, he presents the complexity of the journey of social life in the artist’s art practice. On the other hand, absorbing emotions on social issues, he created sculptures on the adjectives of pure happiness. Just a few years ago, he made lots of ceramic sculptures about the bull. In these artworks, he presented the bull’s strength, energy, and speed. He made the pure form of the cave painting visible in his contemporary ceramic sculptures. Artist Dr. Azharul Islam is an inspiration to the next generation of Bangladeshi ceramic artists. Figure 14 is a sculpture by Dr. Azharul Islam.

![Fig. 14. Artist Dr. Azharul Islam’s Sculpture](image1)

3.6.3. Debases Pal

Debases Pal is a renowned name in Bangladesh’s contemporary ceramic sculptor at the time. He was born in 1971 in Mymensingh. At present, he is an associate professor of the department of the ceramic University of Dhaka. He was awarded the grand national award (Bangladesh Shilpakala Academy Award) in 2017. Artist debases pal following traditional pattern on his works and represents as own style. In his works, he added different levels of contemporary ceramic sculpture. His works have presented 1952-language movements, 1971-liberation war, social and political issues. He created his artwork with the passion and sophisticated knowledge of modern education. His addition to the aesthetic aspects of each works and also successfully researched on glaze is Bangladeshi ceramics sculpture has taken one step forward. Figure 15 is a sculpture by Debases Pal.

![Fig. 15. Artist Debases pal’s Sculpture](image2)
3.6.4. Robiul Islam

Artist Robiul Islam is an essential name of the contemporary ceramic Sculpture of Bangladesh. He was born in 1974 in Jessore. Now he is an associate professor of the department of the ceramic University of Dhaka. In his ceramic work, presenting and expressing the subject is sufficient to introduce aesthetics and artistry into art. After researching the soil in many ways, he created ceramic sculpture in a simple form of his style. He used clay slab to builds contemporary ceramic sculptures. This artist gives more importance to the thematic than medium. His work can sometimes be seen as a variation of form, and sometimes with a variety of glaze and color. Figure 16 is a sculpture by Robiul Islam.

3.6.5. Sameena M. Karim

Sameena M. Karim is one of the brilliant female sculptors in Bangladesh. Sameena M. Karim graduated from the Institute of Fine Arts of Chittagong University in 1994. She has been running an art gallery named ‘Mrinmoy Art Gallery’ since 1998. Sameena M. Karim is currently holding the post of Director of Emkay Enterprise and the General Secretary of Chittagong Sculpture Centre. She conducts courses on Graphic Arts and Sculpture in different universities in Chittagong, such as CUET and Premier University. Sameena M. Karim has received many awards from various institutions as recognition for her works. In her artworks, she is using modern folk motifs. Her art content is mother and child and man and woman in harmony or fusion. Sometimes it plays like a musical crescendo imbued with love and embrace. She always creates a slab building ceramic sculptures. Just pressing with her fingers turned the clay into a creative sculpture where one side folk style and another side, we can see three-dimensional contemporary sculptures. The folk concept of her art introduces us to the country and nation in a new way. Figure 17 is a sculpture by Sameena M. Karim.
3.7. Similarities and Differences between Contemporary Chinese and Bangladeshi Ceramic Sculptures

3.7.1. Based on Aesthetic

Along with social, political, economic changes, there are many changes, improvement, amplification, additions of art. Through new experiments, the techniques have become more diverse, more impressive, and more beautiful. Every nation and country has its unique beauty, which indirectly places a vital role in the aesthetics of art. Basically, in Bangladesh, ceramic products are much used in daily life, but objects of clay are now taking a more prominent place in over ascetic lives. The simplicity of Bangladeshi contemporary ceramic sculptures makes imperative and immensely powerful. The female beauty of emphasis on the construction of Bangladeshi figurative sculpture is in the sizeable curvy breast; the waist is like a long neck of a swan, large fleshy buttocks, etc. Which is not a reflection of the real, somewhat surreal than real. However, Chinese figurative ceramic sculptures are quite different. Figurative works converted from realism are at their most characteristic in Chinese sculpture. In the previous chapters we analyzed, contemporary ceramic artist works are show more abstract and observe the manifestation of the expressionist theory. The emergence of expressionist theory, in the field of contemporary ceramic art, triggered a radical change in the art of ceramic sculpture.

This present day, with the extremely bloom civilization, ceramic sculpture creation has also absorbed the postmodern style, spit the limits of modernism. I think continuously new Bangladeshi culture and development of the ceramic sculptures processing are continually giving new objects to ceramic aesthetics. Contemporary ceramic aesthetics cannot be divided from the spread of life aesthetic and environmental aesthetics, but modern ceramic aesthetics is still rooted deeply in the traditional Bangladeshi culture. In this matter, I can figure out the similarity is that Chinese contemporary ceramic sculptures aesthetic is deeply rooted in Chinese traditions and customs. After generation hard work, Chinese contemporary ceramic creation is entering a period of changing, not only the changing of old artists and new artists but also artistic sense, aesthetic standard, and creative idea.

3.7.2. Culture Influence

Sculptures are a part of every culture. It represents the visualization and creative motives of the people. When an artist creates sculpture, sometimes the artist enters his culture. What does culture mean? Culture includes habits, clothing, music, dance, language, food, abilities, and practices, etc. Which always influences the work of art. I think that China and contemporary Bangladeshi Sculpture also affect one’s perspective on understanding sculpture. If we look back at the past and the cultural evolution in ceramics, is the histories transform how we imagine today, how we practice as artists, and how we even instruct the new generation? I think the culture has an important role to play in improving society. Throughout history, Chinese art was never isolated from outside influences. Bangladesh occupied by the British for more than 200 years, so we have little impact on British culture. As a result, the art has its effect. In Bangladeshi culture, have boundaries openly exhibited nude figures sculptures. Bangladeshi and Chinese people live in a specific cultural circumstance. It is impossible to avoid the cultural and social ideals of the two countries that had many things in common because Bangladesh and China are located on the continent of Asia. In the field of ceramic sculptures, both countries have a productive historical position.

The improvement of ceramic sculpture art is inalienable from the progress of social, culture & economic growth. In the field of ceramic sculptures, contemporary ceramic artists represented by Lu Bin, Lu Pinchang are continually exploring the development of cultural and humanism of ceramic materials in the context of contemporary ceramic sculpture. Similarly, the contemporary artists I have seen in Bangladesh are working with Debases pal and Sameena M. Karim. Chinese contemporary ceramic sculpture has proficient the new cultural movement. Contemporary ceramic artists are expressing culture through ceramic sculptures. In the composition of modern ceramic sculptures has its standard. This change of introspection, the refinement of learning, will only begin when the elevated element needs human societies are met, and the height of civilization reaches a wealthy level. In today’s society, ceramic sculptures as a creative practice have slowly shown its more and more significant character in humans’ cultural and artistic life. It is said that ceramic sculpture art organizes certain living conditions of culture and is one of the most consequential outside visual blooming of social and cultural beauty.
3.7.3. The Importance of Ingredients

Clay is the essential first thing in making a ceramic object which we collect from nature. I think china clay is a blessing from nature for china, and chininess ceramic artists have appropriately utilized. At present, when we created contemporary ceramic sculpture is required not only vast knowledge about art but also the necessary raw materials are critical. There is a shortage of these raw materials in Bangladesh. After researching ceramics in china for almost three years, I think the raw material that Chinese artists use to create contemporary ceramic sculptures may not be enough, but sufficient. However, in Bangladesh, it is difficult to find many raw materials, especially Glaze material. That is making a significant impact in creating contemporary ceramic art in Bangladesh. If we compare that the main ingredient is the soil - China has porcelain, there are different colored clays like “zisha” clay from Yixing. Without using any glaze after firing, the shiny light effect comes that is made of a ceramic object by this clay. It is truly incomparable. However, the Terracotta that is made of red-colored clay in Bangladesh has its beauty. The white clay present in Bangladesh is a type of clay located in the middle. This central white clay can be used to create ceramic sculpture with a maximum temperature is 1200°C. However, some Chinese contemporary artists created artworks to used porcelain or bone China, whose temperature is much higher around 1350°C.

The process of creating contemporary ceramic sculptures between Bangladeshi and Chinese artists there also has technical differences. The technology that Chinese contemporary artists use to create sculptures is much better than use the technique of contemporary artists in Bangladesh. Even in the universities that teach using machinery from that point of Bangladesh’s modern ceramic is far behind. Compared to Bangladesh, china has advanced in kiln technology. It is vital to know about firing to make ceramic objects. For example, artist Chen Song xian experiments with fire and glaze of contemporary ceramic sculptures. Contemporary ceramic artists have built a new system to produce artifice in their creations with the help of modern instruments. However, there are many problems with material and advanced technology. Still, I can say with pride Bangladeshi artists have given particular importance to contemporary ceramic sculpture making, which is a critical contribution internationally. A few in the hand of artists have been continually working to create modern ceramic sculptures in Bangladesh. There are always innovations in the use of glaze, and various tests Bangladesh is renowned for its contemporary ceramic Sculpture.

3.7.4. Philosophical Impression

Philosophy has multiple various meanings, but philosophy is a particular system of beliefs, values, and ethics. The amount of art is necessarily connected with philosophical impression. Undoubtedly, the contemporary ceramic sculptures explore highly individualized philosophy which influences by humanity, nationality, and faith. The regular pursuit of creating ceramic sculptures and idealistic skills certainly requires artists to observe philosophical things that are around them. In Bangladesh, the majority of the population is Muslim. Islam is vital in social and cultural aspects. Despite being a Muslim majority, the State shall ensure equal status and equal rights in the practice of the Hindu, Buddhist, Christian, and other religions. Another thing to say about Bangladeshi art & culture is the Baul philosophy, especially Lalon Shah, the famous Bengali mystic. His poetic imagination picture a worldview critical of religious chauvinism. Lalon may have associated the official Bangladeshi heritage respect today [52].

A sense of aesthetics from the perspective of Chinese philosophy is something unique. Confucianism, for example, is the main philosophy of the socialism movement in China, which also contributes to the artistic life of sculpture. Confucianism is a flow of belief that can build a mix of aesthetics and culture in aesthetic functions and achievements. The aesthetic and ethical are so nearly connected in pragmatic were improving the human condition through philosophy. In other words, that philosophy firmly attached to china's politics. Chinese people believe the federal government cannot be achieved without self-government. According to Laozi, someone who loves his body more than the empire can be given custody of the empire [53]. Indeed philosophies are improving our humanism and social beauty. The quality of Yao Yongkang's contemporary ceramic art in “century baby” is compatible with the concept of contemporary ceramic art in the earth. Still, it has subjective in Chinese ceramic art, and China has its multiplication. While Practicing Philosophy explores some of the different ways that pragmatists and religions practiced the beautiful Bangladeshi life, there is also comparable variety in Chinese thought. In the present era of globalization, change is more critical. It raises ceramic creation to join the structure of Bangladeshi and Chinese culture with contemporary art.
from an open and construction outlook. The hopeful convergence between modern concepts and traditional Chinese ceramic material could perhaps grow a new transcultural global ceramic philosophy of art.

4. Conclusion

China and Bangladesh ceramics have played a more critical role in social life in contemporary situations. Moreover, to improve our experience of ceramic sculpture does not just mean build up our happiness and understanding of artworks. For art is not only a source of personal pleasure, but art is also an effective way of giving love and beauty to the social activities of everyday life. The Chinese contemporary ceramic artist expresses their physical beauty and form beauty, and Bangladeshi contemporary ceramic artist also shows their personal feeling and subjective well. Today the china is leading and day by day blooming in the ceramic field, tomorrow Bangladeshi ceramic may acquire unprecedented success. We need to realize how Chinese ceramic sculpture became what it is, and to view the ways followed by the Chinese philosophy of ceramic art. The combination of contemporary china and Bangladeshi ceramic sculpture is so touching and unique. AAt this point, the emphasis put forward in this study is if the structue of knowledge in modern ceramic art can make global ceramic artists useful to society. Through a variety of experiments and creative learning, the future of ceramic sculpture will be brighter and subject-based innovative ceramic sculpture creation.
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